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ABSTRACT: In most of the Machine learning models tables and charts need to be plot for result analysis and
predictions to be made. The result analysis is a fundamental need for any company reuired to analyse their
objective of their product development. In the present work Logistic regression model is developed to illustrate
social networking advertisement dataset. With this fundamental Logistic Regression Model implementation one
can predict whether a user is willing to purchase their product or not. In the present paper Logistic Regression
Model is designed in python to predict by evaluating accuracy.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the present work Logistic regression is implemented with the application Online Social Networking
Advertisement (OSNA) analysis. Logistic Regression (LR) is one of the best supervised algorithms applied on data
analysis. Logistic Regression is known for supervised classification algorithms for its best performance. The LR
supervised classification algorithm produces only discrete output at the specified input feature set [1][2].
Many of the present techniques used to predict the output and analysis of the output whish are narrowly
classified [3-5]. For instance narrow classification occurs in a student result in exams or a client thinking about
purchase of a product. There are existing techniques which can also present discrete outputs like Ordinary Least
Square Regression and Partial Least Square regression. But, Least Square regression classification technique is
superior when compared with the above two existing classification techniques.
The present paper discussed about how the classification is done with Logistic regression and comparison results
are discussed with Linear Regression. It is also illustrated about that how the generated output is analysed and
assumptions are considered while implementing the Logistic Regression Analysis.
II.

Nature of Logistic Regression

Based on the number of categories, Logistic regression can be classified as:
a) Binomial: The output is classified into two types. For instance whether a user willing to purchase or not
willing to purchase i.e., either true or false. Based on the data set considered here, two features are used to
predict for analysis of willingness to purchase a car in terms of Yes (value is ‘1’) or No (Value is ‘0’). In the
present wok the age and salary are two features considered here and plays very important role in predicting the
target value.
The Binomial regression is mathematically represented as shown in equation 1 for two numerical variables with
scatter plot. Each point on the plot represents the information regarding each user. Here the activation function
called sigmodal function is used to map the prediction values into probabilistic values.
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Where, s(z)= target value either 0 or 1
z is the input given to the activation function
The sigmodal function is also called as logistic function and can be represented as shown in figure 1. The
functional operation is followed by decision boundary.
Decision Boundary: The function returns the probability values between 0 and 1. Select the threshold value so
that the probability values are mapped into discrete target value. The values above the threshold values are
considered as class 1 and below the threshold value are considered as class 0.For instance, the threshold if
considered as 0.5 and if function returned 0.9, its classified as positive. If the function returned 0.2 that
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observation was classified as negative. If there exist multiple classes,then select the class that predicts with high
probability.Hence, the combination of sigmodal function with decision boundary makes predictions for model
evaluation.

Figure 1: Sigmodal curve
b) Multinomial: Here, the target variable can have 3 or more possible types which are not ordered like “car A” vs
“car B” vs “car C”. it indicates the target value will be classified as 0, 1, … n. Here the procedure of Multinomial
function is same as Binomial function and it is differed in terms of classes. The procedure is shown in figure 2.
Step 1: Divide the problem into n+1 binary classification problems
Step 2: For each class repeat step 3 and 4
Step 3: Predict the probability the observations are in that single class.
Step 4: prediction = maximum (probability score of the classes)
Figure 2: Algorithm to predict the probability of observations
c) Ordinal: It is an extension model of Binomial model and used when there are multiple independent variables.
The method is proposed with the models which are stored with categories. Here each category is assigned some
value. For instance poor, very poor, good, and very good can be assigned with score values like 0, 1, 2, and
4respectively. Mostly, the model is used in real time applications like analysis of movie review as like, most
likely, very likely, unlikely etc.
Linear Regression Vs Logistic Regression
Linear regression gives continuous number values,unbounded and measured on an interval or ratio scale.It
assumes only linear relationships(which are straight-lined) between dependent and independent variables.Linear
Regression is uncertain to outlierswhich are data that are at extremes which can be based on a single variable or
more It works effectively only for independent data.Whereas Logistic regression gives the output using sigmoid
function to return a probability estimate to map to classes.It’s used when the data is linearly classifiable and the
outcome is contrary [6][7].Linear Regression understands the consumer behaviour deeply, and understands
influencing factors to generate accurate results. They are also used in estimating the forecasts. It is also used in
analysis of finance and advertising on sales. On the other side Logistic regression predicts the target based on the
observations and the symptoms [8][9].
III.

Design

The below figure 3 is the block diagram which represents our work model in a hierarchical manner for analysis
of a logistic regression model. It explains the various steps required for analysis of a logistic regression model
that has been demonstrated in our report. Initially it splits the data into training and test data set. The training
data is trained by fit() method. And the test data is used to build the model with a logistic function which is then
used to find the confusion matrix for calculating the accuracy. In this way the architecture of the model is shown
in simple tree structure.
The present work is tested on dataset contains 400 users data with the attributes like age and salary. Out of which
300 datasets are used for training and remaining are used as test dataset. The Logistic Regression is used to derive
the relationship between categorical output variables and where there are more categorical predictor variables. If
the mean of the variables is computed with respect to the categories then the categorical output appears as linear
in the middle and as curve at the end. Such a shape is called sigmoidal shape of s-shape which is shown in figure
1. The x-axis represents the input given to the sigmoid function and the y-axis which have the values ranging
between 0 and 1.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of present model
It is difficult to implement with linear regression as the errors are not normally distributed and they do not follow
linear trend. The problem can be solved by Logistic regression. Logistic regressionsolves these problems by
transforming logistic function to logit function [9][10].The logit is the natural logarithm (ln) of odds of Y, and
odds are ratios of probabilities (x) of Y happening (i.e., a user buys a brand new SUV car) to probabilities (1 – x)
of Y not happening.
A two-predictor logistic model was fitted to the data to test the research hypothesis regarding the relationship
between the likelihood that a user buys a car based on his or her age and salary.
IV.

Results

In figure 4 showing 10 users result analysis. The the first two columns of figure 4 represents the x_test which
consists of age and gender used to predict if the user buys a car or not. And the last column represents the y_pred
which consists if a user buys a car or not I.e. dichotomous variable.
In figure 5 depeicts the observations made after executing Lostic Regression model on the database. Each point in
the figure 5 represents the users with age and estimated salary. The x-axis represents the age and y-axis represents
the estimated salary.Most of the users who are older and with a higher estimated salary bought the car and only few
of the users who are younger and with a higher estimated salary bought the car.The goal is to classify the right
users into right categories.
The model is used to predict if each user has a value 0 or 1.The red colour point represents value 0 and the green
colour point represents 1 where 0 means buying a car and 1 means not buying a car.As the logistic regression is a
linear classifier,it is a straight line with two dimensions.

Figure 4: Test values and Target value

Figure 5 (a) Confusion matrix
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Figure 5 (b): Confusion matrix in the form of Graphics
The total number of correct predictions is derived from the sum of true positive and true negative. The total number
of incorrect predictions is the sum of false positive and false negative. Then, the accuracy can be calculated as TC
/ TD. Where, TC isTotal Number of Correct Predictions and Td is Total Data in Test Data Set.Here, for our test
data set is evaluated as follows,
Accuracy = 89 / 100 = 0.89
The opposite of accuracy is Misclassification Rate. The Misclassification Rate is derives as the ratio of TIC and
TD. Where TIC is Total Number of Incorrect Predictions and TD is represented as Total Data in Test Data Set.
Here, in the present work Misclassification rate is evaluated as,
V.

Misclassification rate = 11 / 100 = 0.11
Conclusion

In this paper, it is explained that logistic regression can be a powerful analytical technique for use with a
dichotomous variable outcome as it is more informative than linear regression. This led to researchers and readers
what to expect from a report that uses the logistic regression techniques. What tables, charts, or figures should be
included? What assumptions should be verified? We also demonstrated the application of logistic regression on a
data set of users on social network for which a company analyses the sales of its cars. It is observed that Logistic
regression model successfully analyzed the user will to purchase a car or not
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